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The interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) is important for chiral domain walls (DWs) and for
stabilizing magnetic skyrmions. We study the effects of introducing increasing thicknesses of Ir, from zero to
2 nm, into a Pt/Co/Ta multilayer between the Co and Ta layers. There is a marked increase in magnetic moment,
due to the suppression of the dead layer at the interface with Ta, but the perpendicular anisotropy is hardly
affected. All samples show a universal scaling of the field-driven DW velocity across the creep and depinning
regimes. Asymmetric bubble expansion shows that DWs in all of the samples have the left-handed Néel form.
The value of in-plane magnetic field at which the creep velocity shows a minimum drops markedly on the
introduction of Ir, as does the frequency shift of the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks in Brillouin light scattering
(BLS) measurements. Despite this qualitative similarity, there are quantitative differences in the DMI strength
given by the two measurements, with BLS often returning higher values. Many features in bubble expansion
velocity curves do not fit simple models commonly used, namely a lack of symmetry about the velocity minimum
and no difference in velocities at high in-plane fields. These features are explained by the use of a new model
in which the depinning field is allowed to vary with in-plane field in a way determined from micromagnetic
simulations. This theory shows that the velocity minimum underestimates the DMI field, consistent with BLS
giving higher values. Our results suggest that the DMI at an Ir/Co interface has the same sign as the DMI at a
Pt/Co interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Whilst hard disks still dominate the data storage landscape
in terms of volume of data stored, they feature moving parts
that increase energy consumption and decrease reliability.
Magnetic domain walls (DWs) and skyrmions are the smallest
magnetic components that can be used in a new generation
of magnetic recording media/processing devices (so-called
racetrack memories) to overcome these obstacles [1,2]. To
be able to make use of them efficiently, one of the most
important parameters to optimize and control is the interfacial
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI). The DMI changes
the magnetostatically favorable Bloch walls to Néel walls with
a fixed chirality [3] in multilayers with perpendicular mag-
netic anisotropy (PMA) which in turn makes them sensitive
to spin-orbit torques [4] so that they can be moved by current
pulses.

The first step towards optimization of any parameter
is to be able to measure it easily and reliably. Several
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different methods have been used to evaluate the strength
of the DMI, D. Current-driven domain wall motion under
in-plane (IP) applied field has been widely investigated [5–8].
But using current to study DMI complicates the situation be-
cause usually the spin Hall effect, Rashba effect, and DMI are
present simultaneously [9]. Microscopy measurements such
as spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy [10], spin-
polarized low-energy electron microscopy [11], and photoe-
mission electron microscopy combined with x-ray magnetic
circular dichroism [12] can also be used, but they are suitable
only for particular kinds of samples. Brillouin light scatter-
ing (BLS) uses nonreciprocal propagation of spin waves in
materials with DMI to measure D [13,14], but the limited
availability of BLS apparatus means that is not suitable for
routine measurements of large numbers of samples.

One widely adopted technique to estimate DMI is asym-
metric bubble expansion since it requires minimal sample
preparation and relatively inexpensive equipment to imple-
ment. The concept was introduced by Je et al. [15] and
extended by Hrabec et al. [16]. It was known that the DMI
in systems with broken inversion symmetry splits the de-
generacy between right-handed and left-handed twists in the
magnetization and enforces homochiral Néel walls in layers
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with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy if it is sufficiently
strong. As a result, the DMI can be represented as an intrinsic
field across the DW [3]. The central idea of the asymmetric
bubble expansion method is that this intrinsic field may be
enhanced or partially/completely canceled by an externally
applied in-plane field. This affects the wall energy and hence
its creep velocity under an out-of-plane (OP) field. Elongation
of domains in an IP field was imaged decades ago in garnet
bubble domain materials [17] and was described in detail by
de Leeuw, van den Doel, and Enz [18]. Still, the very first
time DMI was suggested as one of the probable causes of this
elongation was by Kabanov et al. in 2010 [19]. They noticed
changes of DW velocity with IP applied field and variation
of elongation direction with field sign. Likewise, Je et al.
[15] attributed the asymmetrical growth of bubble domains to
breaking of DMI related Néel wall radial symmetry on either
side of an expanding bubble with IP field. Typically curves
for the DW creep velocity v as a function of in-plane applied
field HIP are measured and fitted to a simple creep model to
reveal the DMI field HDMI and hence D. Whilst experimentally
straightforward, interpretation of the results has not always
been easy. Some literature reported excellent matches for this
model [20–23], but other experimental investigations revealed
that basic assumptions of the model are not necessarily correct
for all PMA materials. For instance, Soucaille et al. mentioned
a change in their domain wall roughness with IP field [24].
Nevertheless, a common difficulty is simply that the v(HIP )
curves sometimes do not have the simple form expected
[24–29]. To overcome this problem, some researchers went to
the extent of applying fast pulses of high fields to work in the
flow regime [26] or doing complex analytical calculations of
the DW energy for the whole bubble [30]. All in all, using
a simple creep model to evaluate DMI from asymmetrical
bubble expansion is not always as straightforward as first
thought, and there are anomalies that require further study.

Here we investigate asymmetric bubble expansion to evalu-
ate DMI in a heavy metal (HM)/ferromagnet (FM) multilayer
by systematic change of one parameter in a sample series,
highlighting some anomalies that cannot be described by the
simple creep model. Moreover, since DW dynamics will affect
the behavior of the bubble propagation, we also performed
an extensive investigation of the details of DW dynamics in
the creep and depinning regimes. By combining these results
in a model in which the wall creep velocity depends on the
depinning field that separates these regimes, which in turn
depends on HIP, we are able to demonstrate the origin of two
of these anomalies, namely the lack of symmetry of v(HIP )
curves about their minima, and the tendency for these curves
to join together at high fields. This model also shows that the
field at which the minimum in v(HIP ) occurs underestimates
HDMI. We also compare our results for D from asymmetric
bubble expansion with those from BLS measurements on the
same set of samples.

The multilayers we chose to study had the form
Pt/Co/Ir(tIr )/Ta, in which the only quantity varied was the
thickness tIr of the Ir layer. The presence of Ir brings another
aspect to this work: Pt/Co/Ta multilayers show a high net spin
Hall angle [31] and DMI-stabilized skyrmion structures have
been reported in them [32]. Both the net spin Hall angle and
the net DMI D arise from differences between the effects

arising of the heavy metal layers above and below the Co.
Where Pt and Ta have large and opposite spin Hall angles,
giving a large overall difference [31], the same may not be
true of the DMI. The Pt/Co interface has been already shown
to exhibit a sizable DMI [14,33]. On the other hand, a Co/Ta
interface is expected to have a low DMI with the same sign
as the Co/Pt interface [33,34], so the resulting DMI of such
multilayers is less than what one can get with a single Pt/Co
interface. On the other hand, the DMI at an Ir/Co interface is
predicted to be large and have the opposite sign to that for
a Pt/Co interface [34], motivating Pt/Co/Ir as the basis for
skyrmion-bearing multilayers [35,36]. Considering the fact
that the spin Hall effect takes place throughout the bulk of
a heavy metal layer, whereas the DMI is generated at an
interface, inserting Ir at the interface where retaining Ta for the
bulk of the layer appears attractive to combine the two effects.
Nevertheless, doubts have been raised about the actual sign of
the DMI for an Ir/FM interface [28,37]. Here we go into the
detail of the effect of inserting Ir and compare our results with
other reports.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample growth and measurement methods

Multilayers with a nominal structure of Ta(2.0)/Pt(2.2)/
Co(0.8)/Ir(tIr )/Ta(4.0) (layer thicknesses in nm) were de-
posited onto thermally oxidized silicon substrates by dc mag-
netron sputtering [Fig. 1(a)] in a single vacuum cycle of
the sputtering chamber. The Ir thickness tIr varied from 0 to
2.0 nm with all other parameters being held constant. The
base pressure was below 2 × 10−5 Pa and the deposition Ar
pressure was 0.4 Pa. The substrates were at room temperature
and samples did not experience any annealing treatment.

High-resolution scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) and energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX)
spectroscopy measurements were carried out to investigate
the quality of the deposition and interface sharpness in the
material stack. The measurements were performed at 300 kV
employing a spherical-aberration-corrected STEM instrument
equipped with four windowless silicon drift detectors for
high-sensitivity EDX analysis. A probe semiconvergence
angle of 24.6 mrad and an annular semidetection range of the
annular dark-field detector set to collect electrons scattered
between 53 and 200 mrad were used. The cross-section
lamellae for the STEM-EDX investigations were prepared
with a focused ion-beam (FIB) instrument operating at
accelerating voltages of 30 and 5 kV and were about 50 nm
thick. To minimize possible damage to the stack structure,
the sample was protected with a 200-nm-thick sputtered Pt
layer before inserting it into the FIB. The high-angle annular
dark-field (HAADF) STEM image in Fig. 1(b) shows easily
distinguishable layers from the different materials, with the
corresponding EDX elemental line profiles aligned with each
layer. Partial oxidation of the Ta top layer due to the exposure
to air can also be seen, proving that the capping layer was
thick enough to prevent oxidation of the inner layers.

Perpendicular hysteresis loops of the samples were mea-
sured with the polar magneto-optical Kerr effect (P-MOKE).
The field sweep rate was 2 mT/s, slow enough for the loops
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FIG. 1. Magnetic multilayer structure. (a) Schematic of the multilayer stack, nominally Ta(2.0)/Pt(2.2)/Co(0.8)/Ir(tIr )/Ta(4.0) (layer
thicknesses in nm). (b) EDX elemental line profiles across the multilayer structure with 1.0 nm Ir alongside a HAADF image of the same
sample. The different interfaces and a smooth growth of the layers are clearly visible.

to be considered quasistatic. The anisotropy field, HK, and
saturation magnetization, Ms, were determined from hystere-
sis loops with an IP field measured using superconducting
quantum interference device-vibrating sample magnetometry
(SQUID-VSM).

Symmetric bubble expansion, the growth of bubble do-
mains in the presence only of an OP driving field, was imaged
at room temperature using a wide-field Kerr microscope to
study DW dynamics in the crossover from the creep to the
viscous flow regime. To apply the OP field, a small coil (∼100
turns and ∼1 mm diameter) was carefully placed on top of
the film surface. DW propagation using high driving fields
could not be reached because of multiple domain nucleations
and merging domains during pulse time. Using P-MOKE
microscopy, one can measure the distance domain walls prop-
agate during an OP field pulse of known duration, and hence
the velocity of the domain walls can be estimated. The results
that we show are an average of 3–5 repeats for each applied
field.

Asymmetric bubble expansion was studied at room temper-
ature by the same method as above, but with the addition of an
extra electromagnet capable of supplying an IP field of up to
μ0Hx = 250 mT and a homemade OP field coil that can apply
field of up to μ0HOP = 40 mT. For this part, the symmetry-
breaking IP field is kept constant and OP driving field is
pulsed to expand the bubble step by step. The DW velocity
here is measured for the walls perpendicular to IP field, as
discussed in previous investigations [21,29]. [Example Kerr
difference images are discussed later and shown in Fig. 6(d).]
In this arrangement, the applied IP field enhances or cancels
the DMI field, allowing the DMI strength D to be measured.

The asymmetric frequency shift arising from the annihi-
lation or generation of spin waves (SWs) in a ferromagnet
with DMI was also used to measure D using Brillouin light
scattering (BLS) in the Damon-Eshbach geometry at room
temperature with a fixed wave vector of k = 16.7 μm−1. The
laser has a spot size of 39 μm (full width at half maximum
of a Gaussian beam profile) when in perpendicular incidence.
The measurement was done with a 45◦ incidence angle. This

frequency shift asymmetry was determined by measuring for
both field polarities.

B. Magnetic characterization

All the Pt/Co(0.8)/Ir(tIr )/Ta multilayers showed square P-
MOKE hysteresis loops for every value of tIr, as presented in
Fig. 2(a). The OP coercive field initially increases with tIr, has
a peak value for tIr = 0.4 nm, but then decreases and reaches

FIG. 2. Magnetic characterization. (a) Polar Kerr measurements
show clear square-shaped hysteresis loops confirming strong PMA.
The probed area is the size of our unfocussed laser spot, which is of
millimeter scale. (b) Saturation magnetization MS and (c) anisotropy
field HK as a function of Ir thickness tIr ; both are determined from
hysteresis loops acquired by SQUID-VSM with an in-plane field.
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FIG. 3. Field-induced domain wall motion. (a) DW velocity v as a function of OP applied field μ0HOP for multilayers with increasing tIr

along with the fits to creep and depinning universal functions (dashed-dot and solid lines, respectively). The stars show the inflection point
which corresponds to the depinning field, Hd. (b) log v as a function of scaled driving field to highlight the compatibility of experimental data to
the universal creep law. Each set of data is horizontally shifted for a clearer presentation. The (c) depinning field Hd, (d) depinning temperature
Td, (e) disorder-free depinning velocity vT, and (f) DW magnetic mobility mDW, each as a function of Ir thickness.

a constant level for tIr > 0.6 nm, likely to be around the point
where the Ir becomes thick enough to form a continuous layer.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) also show the changes of saturation
magnetization, Ms, and anisotropy field, HK, with Ir thickness.
Ms jumps up as soon as there is any Ir in the stack and stays
almost constant for higher tIr. This suggests the presence of
a dead layer between Co and top Ta layer, which is believed
to be a result of intermixing between Ta and the ferromag-
netic layer [38–41], as well as a small degree of proximity
magnetism in the Ir [42]. The dead layer causes a reduction
of effective thickness of the magnetic material. The Ms of
the samples with Ir has the average value of Ms,avg = 1.7 ±
0.1 MA/m, calculated on the basis that only the volume of
the Co layer is taken into account. HK decreases slightly with
tIr , but has a weak dependence on tIr.

A temperature dependent measurement of saturation mag-
netization was also fitted by the Bloch law to estimate the
exchange stiffness constant, A. The measurements for mul-
tilayers with tIr = 0.0 and 0.4 nm resulted in an average value
of A = 17 ± 2 pJ/m for the two samples, which is in good
agreement with our previous measurements [29]. Example
data are shown in Appendix A.

C. Domain wall velocity

Field-induced domain wall motion (FIDWM) was studied
for all of the films. Figure 3 shows the changes of DW velocity
v with increasing applied OP field for stacks with different tIr.
DW dynamics are classified into different regimes of motion

including the creep, depinning, and flow regimes [43]. In very
low fields, the applied field is not enough to overcome the
pinning barrier and move the DW. So, when T �= 0, thermal
excitations can assist the field and cause a very slow motion
of DWs known as creep. For fields higher than the so-called
depinning field, Hd, DW dynamics changes to a form known
as the depinning regime. In both the creep and depinning
regimes, thermal activation and the pinning potential dictate
the DW movement. For a high enough drive field, the DW
moves into a viscous flow regime that is independent of pin-
ning force and temperature, and is only limited by dissipation.

As Fig. 3(b) shows, for fields lower than Hd, v rises by
nine orders of magnitude within a 10 mT field span, which
is characteristic of creep regime behavior. The linear change
of ln v vs H−1/4

OP confirms the creep motion of the DWs in
this field range [44], confirming the validity of assuming DW
as a one-dimensional elastic interface progressing in a two-
dimensional medium with random-bond short-range pinning
potential [45,46]. (In Appendix B we show that this remains
true even under the simultaneous application of an in-plane
field.) For fields higher than Hd, the measured velocities are in
the depinning regime. All the data were fitted simultaneously
with universal functions of creep and depinning motion of DW
to evaluate the three material-dependent pinning parameters:
depinning temperature, Td, depinning field, Hd, and disorder-
free velocity at the depinning field, vT [46,47]. These fits are
shown in Fig. 3(a), and the parameters extracted from them
are plotted in Figs. 3(c), 3(d) and 3(e). It appears that for
larger Ir thicknesses, i.e., tIr > 0.5 nm, each of these values
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FIG. 4. Reduced velocity vs reduced field for different Ir thick-
nesses tIr , showing a good universal collapse of the curves. The
tilted dashed line represents the linear flow regime in which v/vT =
HOP/Hd. The vertical solid line separates the creep and depinning
regime. The solid curve marks the universal depinning transition
which is conforming to all experimental data in the 1 < HOP/Hd <

1.5 range. All the samples leave the universal depinning regime
at some point after HOP/Hd ≈ 1.5 and begin to approach the flow
regime.

stays roughly constant, while for tIr < 0.5 nm the parameters
do not follow a monotonic change. This suggests that the Ir
layer does not affect the DW dynamics significantly after it
exceeds 0.5 nm in thickness. The estimated Td and Hd are
∼3 and 4 times lower than the reported values for Au/Co/Au
[48] at room temperature, respectively, which indicates less
average pinning in the films.

By plotting the reduced velocity, vDW/vT, as a function
of reduced driving field, HOP/Hd, shown in Fig. 4, one can
see that all the data collapse onto one curve, emphasizing
the good agreement with universal depinning behavior. This
agreement holds over a large range of 1 < HOP/Hd < 1.5 that
is comparable to the previous universality range (up to 1.3 at
room temperature) reported for Pt/Co/Pt trilayers [48].

We were not able to fully enter the flow regime for any
of the multilayers, due to multiple nucleation sites and the
merging of bubble domains in high fields for the shortest avail-
able pulses. Nevertheless, we can estimate the DW dynamics
in the flow regime using the material dependent parameters
extracted from our fits. The depinning velocity, vT, is defined
as the velocity of DW with Hd as driving force in the absence
of pinning in the film. Knowing that, the mobility of the
DW can be calculated as mDW = μ−1

0 vT/Hd, according to
Ref. [47]. This is plotted in Fig. 3(f) for each of our samples.
With the exception of the sample with tIr = 0.2 nm, this
parameter is roughly constant, with an average of mDW,avg =
(1.8 ± 0.2) × 103 ms−1T−1, which is close to the DW mobil-
ity for Au/Co(0.8)/Au in Ref. [49]. Using the DW mobility,
the Gilbert damping parameter can also be determined from
mDW = γ�/α for steady flow, or mDW = γ�/(α + α−1) for
precessional flow, where � = √

A/Keff is the DW thickness
and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. As there was no solution for

the precessional regime, the linear flow regime is proved to
correspond to steady flow for all the samples, with the average
damping value of α = 0.48 ± 0.01, which, although high, is
of a comparable order of magnitude to other results for Pt/Co
multilayers [43].

D. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction

Multilayers of Co with PMA often have bubble domains.
In the presence of DMI there will be an effective in-plane
field HDMI acting on the DW surrounding the bubble. The
interaction of an applied in-plane field HIP with HDMI will
affect the growth rate of opposite parts of the bubble domain,
and so can be used for evaluation of the DMI strength and sign
[15,16]. According to Je et al. [15], the energy density σDW of
the DW can be written as

σDW(HIP ) = σ0 − π2�MS
2

8KD
(HIP + HDMI)

2, (1)

when |HIP + HDMI| < (4KD/πMS), i.e., where the sum of
IP and DMI fields is not big enough to transform the wall
configuration from Bloch to the Néel. On the other hand, in
other conditions when the DW has the Néel structure, the DW
energy density is

σDW(HIP ) = σ0 + 2�KD − π�MS|HIP + HDMI|. (2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), σ0 is the Bloch DW energy, MS is the
saturation magnetization, KD is the DW anisotropy energy
density, and � is the DW width. Je et al. argued that if the
domain wall motion occurs in the creep regime then the DW
velocity is [15]

v = v0exp
(−ζH−μ

OP

)
, (3)

where v0 is the characteristic speed, μ is the creep scaling
exponent which is 1/4 [44,50], and ζ is a scaling constant
which exclusively is dependent on HIP applied field via ζ =
ζ0[σ (HIP )/σ (0)]1/4. ζ0 is a scaling constant.

In this way, when HIP is equal and opposite to HDMI the
DW energy is maximum. Hence there will be a minimum in
the velocity of the DW at that particular value of applied field,
Hoffset. On the basis of this simple model, Hoffset = −HDMI,
and the velocity of DW will increase symmetrically around
this offset field. Consequently, the radial symmetry of the DW
creep is broken by HIP and graphs of v(HIP ) for DWs on
opposite sides of the bubble will form mirrored offset pairs,
as shown schematically in Fig. 5(a).

Results from asymmetric bubble expansion measurements
on all the samples with different values of tIr are shown in
Figs. 5(b)–5(h). Figure 5(i) shows the dependence of Hoffset,
measured as an average of the values obtained from the curves
for the left- and right-moving DWs, on tIr. These data show
the remarkable fact that Hoffset drops significantly as soon as
any Ir is introduced at the upper Co interface. Taking, for now,
Hoffset as an estimate for HDMI, this indicates a weaker overall
DMI. This is at variance with ab initio calculations [34] and
some experimental studies [11] that lead us to expect that Pt
and Ir will induce DMI of opposite sign, leading to an overall
additive effect when placed on either side of a ferromagnetic
layer [35]. Our result implies that the DMI induced by Ir is in
fact more like that for Pt than that for Ta, which is expected
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FIG. 5. Variation of DW velocity v with IP field HIP for left- and
right-moving DWs, LW, and RW, respectively. (a) Simulated from
Eq. (3). When there is no DMI, vDW has a minimum at zero in-plane
field and rises symmetrically for opposite field directions. When
DMI is present the minimum point is shifted to ±Hoffset depending on
the direction of the DMI vector inside the wall. (b)–(h) Experimental
data for left wall (green triangles) and right wall (orange triangles)
for multilayers with different tIr . A lack of symmetry around the
minimum points is obvious in most cases. (i) Average Hoffset as a
function of tIr .

to be small [8]. Germane to this, it is worth noting that two
recent BLS studies also reported same sign of DMI for Co/Pt
and Co/Ir interfaces [37,51].

Unlike the curves expected from Eqs. (1)–(3)—and other
experimental results [16,21]—v does not show a symmetrical
form on either side of Hoffset in any case. Furthermore, for
some films there are steplike anomalies. Another notable
feature is that the curves for the left- and right-moving DWs

meet up at high enough in-plane fields, which is also not
expected on the basis of Fig. 5(a). Where none of these fea-
tures can be explained with the theory of asymmetric bubble
expansion in Ref. [15], some have also been seen in other
experiments on different structures [25,26,30]. This suggests
that the approach used in Eqs. (1) and (2) to define changes of
DW energy with respect to HIP is not universal and should be
used with great care.

The in-plane field will eventually become strong enough
to completely align the magnetization of the DW around the
bubble in the direction of HIP. According to the simple creep
model embodied in Eqs. (1)–(3), beyond this point the two
velocities for walls on either side of the bubble, vLW and
vRW, will have a constant ratio, meaning that their difference,
normalized to their sum, will saturate, as shown in Fig. 6(a).
This behavior does not occur in our multilayers. Figures 6(b)
and 6(c) show the variations of the velocity asymmetries for
each sample with tIr. Every curve has a peak (instead of a
plateau) after which the asymmetry declines. In some cases
we were able to apply a strong enough HIP to bring the asym-
metry back to zero, at which value it saturates. The details
of DW velocity variation are also subtly different for samples
with thinner and thicker Ir layers: for larger tIr the peak is
more cusplike. This return to symmetric expansion is also
evident in Fig. 6(d), which shows a series of Kerr images for
increasing in-plane field. The growth asymmetry (i.e., velocity
asymmetry) initially increases, reaches a maximum value for
μ0HIP ≈ 100 mT, and then decreases until the propagation of
DWs is symmetrical again at μ0HIP ≈ 250 mT. This behavior
is not limited to one sample or one nucleation point, so it
cannot be related to any spatial variation of the magnetic
parameters.

To complement the asymmetric bubble expansion mea-
surements, we also used BLS to evaluate the strength of
the DMI in each of our multilayers. An example of the
BLS spectra is shown in Fig. 7(a), showing Stokes and anti-
Stokes peaks. The nonreciprocal SW propagation in films
with DMI leads to a frequency shift, � f . This shift changes
sign with magnetization direction. The black dashed-dotted
line represents the expectation for the case when there is no
DMI. Figure 7(b) shows � f averaged over the two frequency
shifts applying opposite saturating fields and measured for
each different value of tIr. � f decreases slightly as the Ir is
inserted between Co and Ta layers, but again remains almost
constant for thicker Ir layers when tIr > 0.5 nm, reminiscent
of Fig. 5(i). Such a large nonreciprocity of the SWs cannot
be the result of surface anisotropy or dipolar effects. Surface
anisotropy contributions come into play where kSWtFM � 1
(tFM is ferromagnetic thickness) [52,53], and thus are negli-
gible here due to the ultrathin Co layer. On the other hand,
frequency shifts resulting from dipolar effects do not change
sign with respect to the magnetization direction of the sample
in question [54].

III. ASYMMETRIC BUBBLE EXPANSION THEORY

In this section, to go beyond the simple model expressed
in Eqs. (1)–(3), we present a theoretical analysis of the depen-
dence of the wall velocity as a function of in-plane applied
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FIG. 6. Difference between right and left DW velocities normalized to their sum, (vRW − vLW )/(vRW + vLW ), as a function of IP field,
(a) extracted from Eq. (3), which predicts a rise in the velocity asymmetry with HIP that reaches saturation at high enough fields. Experimental
results for multilayers with (b) thin and (c) thick Ir layers (plotted separately for clarity), which show no such saturation. (d) Kerr microscope
images from Pt/Co/Ir(0.6)/Ta with increasing applied in-plane field. The propagated bubble domain changes from being symmetrical for zero
IP field to asymmetrical growth for medium fields; then growth changes back to symmetrical for high enough magnetic fields. The domains
are expanded with a OP field pulse of 6.5 mT. Pulse times are adjusted so that magnetic domains cover more or less the same area.

fields, as shown in Fig. 5. We consider the usual creep model,

v = v0 exp

(
− �E

kBT

)
(4)

[cf. Eq. (3)], where the barrier energy has the universal form
[46]

�E = kBTd

[(
HOP

Hd

)−1/4

− 1

]
. (5)

Here, v0 = v(H = Hd ), Hd is the depinning field, and kBTd

is the characteristic pinning energy scale. HOP is an OP field
driving the DW motion or bubble expansion. Our analysis is
based on the assumption that the dominant contribution to
the in-plane field dependence comes from the variation in the
depinning field, Hd(HIP ). We compute this quantity numeri-
cally using micromagnetics simulations [55,56] by following
the method described in Ref. [57]. The simulation geometry
comprises a 0.8-nm-thick ferromagnetic film with dimensions

FIG. 7. Brillouin light scattering. (a) Normalized BLS spectra
measured for Pt/Co/Ta at two equal and opposite applied fields of
∼1 T in orange and green. The black dashed line shows what is
expected in case that there is no DMI in the sample. Symbols refer
to experimental data and solid lines are Lorentzian fits. The panel at
the top represents the Damon-Eshbach geometry which was used for
measurements presented in this work. (b) Frequency shift � f against
Ir thickness tIr .

of 0.5 μm × 1 μm that is discretized using 512 × 1024 × 1
finite different cells. We used micromagnetic parameters con-
sistent with the Pt/Co/Ta system, namely Ms = 1.19 MA/m
and A = 20 pJ/m. The magnetic disorder is modeled using a
grain structure where the perpendicular anisotropy constant,
Ku = Keff + 1

2μ0M2
s , takes on a random value drawn from

a uniform distribution centered about 1.38 MJ/m3, with a
17.5% spread in the values. The average grain size is taken
to be 10 nm, consistent at an order of magnitude level with
our analysis of the TEM cross sections like those shown in
Fig. 1, in which several nm scale grains can be seen. The
disorder parameters are chosen to give depinning fields at
HIP = 0 that match experimental values as closely as possible.
No stochastic thermal field was used.

The depinning field is then estimated from the simula-
tions as follows. For a given realization of the disorder, we
relax an initially straight domain wall that runs along the
width of the simulation grid in the y direction. The wall is
positioned close to the center of the simulation grid (x = 0)
and separates an up domain to the left (x < 0) and a down
domain to the right (x > 0). To simulate an infinitely large
system, periodic boundary conditions are applied along the y
direction, while the magnetization is assumed to be uniform
outside the simulation grid in the x direction. We include
the dipolar fields from the magnetization outside the grid as
an additional effective field. A uniform OP external field is
applied and is increased from zero in increments of 2 mT,
where the magnetization is relaxed using an energy minimiza-
tion procedure at each increment. During this procedure, the
wall gradually roughens and the up domain gradually expands
toward the x > 0 direction. The depinning field is assigned
to be the highest field reached before the wall depins and
sweeps through the system in the x direction. This procedure
is performed for 100 different realizations of the disorder for
each value of the HIP studied. The simulated variation in the
depinning field, Hd(HIP ), for five different values of the DMI
constant, D, is shown in Fig. 8. Hd has a maximum at a certain
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(e)

FIG. 8. Depinning field as a function of in-plane applied
field from micromagnetics simulations for different values of the
DMI constant, D: (a) 0.5 mJ/m2, (b) 1.0 mJ/m2, (c) 1.5 mJ/m2,
(d) 2.5 mJ/m2, and (e) 2.0 mJ/m2. The circles represent the average
Hd value and the error bars indicate standard deviation. The solid
(red) curve represents a smoothed function.

value of HIP that increases as the DMI becomes stronger. This
maximum value also has a close to linear dependence to D.
The presence of the DMI leads to an asymmetric variation of
Hd with respect to HIP, where the asymmetry becomes more
pronounced as D is increased. This variation can be tens of
milliteslas over the field range studied, which can lead to
significant variations in the energy barrier given in Eq. (5).
We note that the functional form of Hd(HIP ) is reminiscent of
the changes in the elastic energy of the domain wall [30].

A prediction of how the wall velocity varies with HIP can
be made by using Eqs. (4) and (5) along with Hd(HIP ) from
Fig. 8. The results are presented in Fig. 9 for different values
of D. The velocity curves are computed for each D value
as follows. First, we perform a fit of Eq. (4) on the experi-
mental v(HOP) data with the value of Hd = Hd,sim obtained
from simulation, which allows us to determine v0 = v∗

0 and
Td = T ∗

d . Second, we use these parameters (Hd,sim, v∗
0 , T ∗

d ) to
calculate the value of HOP = H∗

OP in Eq. (5) such that the
velocities match the experimental data at HIP = 0 in Fig. 5(b).
The v(HIP ) curves depicted in Fig. 9 were then obtained by
using the smoothed function Hd(HIP ) (Fig. 8) in the expression
for the energy barrier given in Eq. (5) in which we insert
the values Td = T ∗

d and H = H∗
OP. The only freely adjustable

parameter is D.
In the light of this, that the theoretical v(HIP ) curve for D =

2.0 mJ/m2 reproduces semiquantitatively the experimental
data for the Pt/Co/Ta system [Fig. 9(f)] is remarkable. Besides
capturing the overall shape of the asymmetry and the position

FIG. 9. Domain wall velocity, v, as a function of in-plane ap-
plied field, HIP, for four different values of the DMI constant, D:
(a) 0.5 mJ/m2, (b) 1.0 mJ/m2, (c) 1.5 mJ/m2, (d) 2.5 mJ/m2, and
(e) 2.0 mJ/m2. The triangles represent experimental data for the
Pt/Co/Ta system (Fig. 5). The dashed vertical lines represent the DMI
field extracted from simulation.

of the velocity minimum, the curve also reproduces the fact
that the velocities for the left and right wall converge toward
one another as the magnitude of HIP is increased. Such behav-
ior is absent in previous models for the DMI-induced changes
in the wall velocity [15], where the DMI enters simply as
an effective magnetic field (which results only in a shift of
the velocity curve along the HIP axis). It is also important
that the position of the velocity minimum does not coincide
with the effective DMI field, μ0HDMI = D/Ms�, the values
for which are indicated in Fig. 9 by the vertical dashed lines
(and computed from the micromagnetic parameters used in
the simulations). This indicates that equating HDMI with the
field HIP at which the velocity minimum occurs can lead to a
significant underestimate of the DMI. These features are also
present in the velocity curves for other values of D, as shown
in Figs. 9(a)–9(d).

This modeling yields similar results to previous work
based on considering elastic contributions to the DW energy
[30]. Nevertheless, there is no established theory that gives
a functional form Hd(σDW), where σDW is the DW energy
density. In our approach we do not need to make any as-
sumptions about how the depinning fields and domain wall
(elastic) energies are related (although they most certainly
are). Instead, we make use of the fact that the depinning field,
a quantity that can be readily determined in experiment and
simulation, enters explicitly into the universal form of the
energy barrier given in Eq. (5). Calculating this depinning
field is straightforward and its computed dependence on the
in-plane field allows us to make predictions on how the wall
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FIG. 10. Comparison of DMI results for the series of samples.
Orange diamonds are the results obtained from taking the field of
minimum asymmetric bubble expansion velocity as HDMI. Green
circles are the results from BLS. For tIr = 0 the open shapes show
the D value for BLS and bubble expansion when the measured MS is
substituted with the average value of other samples (i.e., excluding
the dead layer effect). The purple circle shows the result of the
simulation described in Sec. III.

velocity varies. Had we focused solely on the wall energy, we
would have had to make additional assumptions on how this
energy enters the energy barrier.

IV. DISCUSSION

Keeping all the above in mind, if we still assume that the
HIP = −HDMI for the velocity minimum, the DMI constant, D,
can be calculated via D = μ0HDMIMS� [3,16]. The frequency
shift of the spin waves can also be used to get D as follows:

� f =
∣∣∣∣g‖μB

h

∣∣∣∣sgn(MOP)
2D

MS
kIP, (6)

where kIP is the in-plane component of the wave vector of
the light, g‖ is the in-plane splitting factor, μB is the Bohr
magneton, and h is the Planck constant [13]. The resulting
DMI strengths assessed by the two methods are shown in
Fig. 10.

In the past, results from BLS have shown stronger D than
results from asymmetric bubble expansion on the same sample
[24,58]. The same is true here for Ir thicknesses up to about
1 nm, although there is better agreement between the two
methods for other values of tIr . This might be due to the
different ways that BLS and asymmetric bubble expansion
probe the film. Asymmetric bubble expansion studies growth
of a bubble domain, the nucleation and propagation of which
is sensitive to spatial variation of the film’s properties on the
scale of the DW width. Our simulation results also emphasize
this sensitivity of DW creep to spatially fluctuating magnetic
properties due to defects (i.e., disorder distributions). There
can be seen a large standard deviation of calculated Hd values
in Fig. 8 regardless of same input macroscopic experimen-
tal values. On the other hand, BLS measures difference in
spin waves propagation in which local fluctuations of the
properties are ineffective [59]. In this way, the resulting D
can be considered to be an average value for the film, not just
at the strongest pinning sites that control the creep motion.

Simply put, DWs are localized objects, whereas spin waves
are delocalized.

Taking a closer look at Fig. 10 reveals that there are still
two similarities between the BLS and asymmetric bubble ex-
pansion results. First, both show a reduction of the net D value
when comparing the samples having thick Ir—effectively a
Pt/Co/Ir trilayer—with the zero Ir, i.e., Pt/Co/Ta trilayer. As
briefly discussed above, this suggests that the DMI constant at
an Ir/Co interface has the same sign as at a Pt/Co interface.
The sign and strength changes of the DMI constant when
one scans through 5d transition metals has been reported
previously [8,60,61]. The DMI sign of a Pt/FM interface
proved to be negative more often than not [21,29,34,62],
which is equivalent to introducing left-handed chirality into
the system. But the Ir/FM case is not as straightforward as
Pt/FM interface. Initially, ab initio calculations proposed that
Ir introduces the opposite chirality to Pt [33,34,63], which
was supported by various experimental reports of additive
effects [16,35,60,61,64]. Later on, the sign of DMI for Ir was
debated when several experimental studies measured right-
handed chirality in multilayers including Ir/Co [28,37,61].

The curious case of Ir does not end here, as other ab initio
calculations showed that the chirality of Ir/FM interface dif-
fers when the adjacent ferromagnetic material changes from
Fe (right-handed), to Co (left-handed), and Ni (right-handed)
[65]. Ma et al. also measured opposite signs of D for Ir/Co and
Ir/CoFeB interfaces [61]. Considering all these contradictory
results about the sign of the DMI at Ir/FM interfaces, one
wonders about the possible physical reasons for it. In this
type of system, the DMI is considered to be mostly an
interfacial effect. Partly, this interfacial sensitivity comes from
dependence on the HM 5d states filling. For example, the DMI
has opposite sign for W and Ta, with less-than-half-filled 5d
states, in comparison with Pt and Au with more-than-half-
filled 5d states [61]. In addition, the same 5d states hybridize
with 3d orbitals in the adjacent ferromagnet and the changes
in hybridization, as well as the alignment of Fermi levels
across the FM/HM interface, will affect the DMI [33,65].
As DMI is sensitive to slight changes in any hybridization
or Fermi alignment, controlling the interface quality on the
atomic level might be needed to fix the DMI strength and
even sign. In polycrystalline thin films, such as the ones in this
paper, this much control over deposition is almost impossible
as there is always unavoidable interdiffusion, or interface
roughness which is changing from sample to sample and
system to system. The situation is more crucial for Ir, since it
is placed in the middle of elements having opposite DMI signs
in 5d heavy metals, having seen electrons in its 5d orbitals.

Second, for tIr � 0.5 nm, not only are the measured D
values from both methods in close agreement (within error
bars and despite all mentioned anomalies), but also only
weakly, if at all, dependent on tIr. This lack of dependence
on tIr once it approaches this value was also observed for
other material parameters such as those derived from field-
induced DW motion fitted by universal creep and depinning
regime functions [Figs. 3(c)–3(f)] or the coercive field [inset
of Fig. 2(a)]. This seems reasonable in the light of the fact
that the Ir layer is of extreme thinness when tIr is less than this
value, and will not be completely continuous, such that the
Co layer underneath remains in direct contact with Ta in some
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places. This will cause local variation in the value of inter-
face dependent properties. Unfortunately, characterizing such
very thin Ir layers by means of TEM cross sections is very
challenging, and so we are not able to discuss the matter in
a more quantitative way from an experimental point of view.
Nevertheless, first-principles calculations suggest that 80% of
the DMI strength is related to the first two monolayers of the
HM layer [61]. Two monolayers of Ir in the (111) growth
direction would be about 0.5 nm, the thickness after which
the measured DMI constant does not change significantly.
Changes of DMI with HM thickness and its saturation at high
enough thicknesses was also reported for other multilayers
[66,67]. A case closer to ours is one reported by Rowan-
Robinson et al., who observed this saturation for tIr > 0.4 nm
for Pt/Co/Ir(0.0–2.5 nm)/Pt multilayers[68], which is in good
agreement with our measurements here.

It is good to keep in mind that, for the case of tIr = 0, Co is
in direct contact with Ta and reportedly this interface forms a
magnetic deadlayer [38–41,69–75], which eventually leads to
an underestimation of MS due to the reduction of the effective
thickness of the ferromagnetic material. This is reflected in
the calculation of other parameters for this stack including
the DMI strength, D. Nevertheless, if we take the average
value of saturation magnetization as this sample’s MS, the
DMI strength will be DBLS = 1.8 ± 0.1 mJ/m2 and DABE =
1.6 ± 0.3 mJ/m2 for BLS and asymmetric bubble expansion
(naïvely taking HDMI to be the velocity minimum), respec-
tively. The DBLS value is very close to Dsim = 2.0 mJ/m2, the
value used in the simulations in Fig. 9(f).

V. CONCLUSION

The experimental data presented here gives a full pic-
ture of the DW dynamics and DMI of polycrystalline
Pt/Co/Ir(tIr )/Ta multilayers. The chirality of the DWs proved
to be left handed using asymmetric bubble expansion, which
is the usual behavior reported for DWs in both theoretical
[33,34,76] and experimental [6,14,60] studies of Co/Pt in-
terfaces, also for Pt/Co/Ir multilayers [16,29,58]. The experi-
mental v(HIP ) curves for these films that were acquired using
asymmetrical bubble expansion [Figs. 5(b)–5(h)] do not have
the form expected from the simple creep model [15] that is
often used to analyze such data [Fig. 5(a)]. In that model, the
dependence of v on HIP appears exclusively in the DW energy.
Meanwhile, Soucaille et al. [24] reported variation of DW
roughness with HIP, and Pellegren et al. considered the role of
DW elastic energy [30]. Based on our observation of universal
scaling (Fig. 4), we introduced asymmetric variation of the
depinning field, Hd, with HIP. This model reproduces both
lack of symmetry of the v(HIP ) curve about their minima and
the closing up of these curves for left- and right-moving DWs
at high IP field. In the case of tIr = 0, where we have made
a direct quantitative comparison, this approach to analyzing
the asymmetric bubble expansion data gives much better
agreement with BLS results on the same sample than the naïve
process of measuring the field at which a velocity minimum
occurs.

Data association with this paper are available for download
at Ref. [77].

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of magnetization in
(a) Pt/Co/Ta and (b) Pt/Co/Ir(0.4)/Ta multilayers. The red line
shows the Bloch law fit in each case.
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APPENDIX A: EXCHANGE STIFFNESS MEASUREMENT

We measured the temperature dependence of the saturation
magnetization Ms(T ) in order to determine the exchange
stiffness A. This may be fitted to a Bloch law Ms(T ) =
M0(1 − bT 3/2), in which M0 is the saturation magnetization at
zero kelvin, in order to extract the coefficient b. The exchange
stiffness is then given by [78]

A = nkBS2

a

(
C

b

)2/3

, (A1)

where n = 4 is the coordination number for an fcc lattice, S is
the spin per atom, C is a constant that takes the value 0.0294
for an fcc lattice, and a is the lattice constant. The data and fit
for Ir thicknesses of tIr = 0 and 0.4 nm are shown in Fig. 11.
These fits yielded values for the two samples that average to
A = 17 ± 2 pJ/m.

APPENDIX B: CONFIRMING CREEP MOTION

In this appendix, we show additional data on DW creep
motion. We checked that the samples were in the creep
regime both in the absence and presence of (high) IP field
in order to ensure that our asymmetric bubble expansion

FIG. 12. Investigation of creep propagation of the DWs in a
bubble domain for tIr = 0.6 nm. (a) Without any applied in-plane
field and (b) in the presence of a high in-plane field: μ0Hx = 250 mT.
In both cases the creep scaling law is well-obeyed.
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measurements were not affected by the changing IP field. A
linear variation of ln v as a function of H−1/4 verifies DW
creep propagation [44], as shown in Fig. 3(b) for zero in-
plane field. We also performed measurements with an in-plane

field of μ0Hx = 250 mT, as shown here in Fig. 12 for the
sample with tIr = 0.6 nm. In both the zero-field and μ0Hx =
250 mT field case, this scaling is well obeyed by the
sample.
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